
Ruby & Rails

HTML5 & CSS & Javascript

AWS on Terraform

RDS & SQL

Network System & Network Security

Results-oriented professional committed to building a successful career in software development. I seek a position to bring an outside-
of-the-box approach and exceptional ability to identify problems, and create effective solutions that keep projects on track and under
budget.

Pivorak, Lviv (remote)

Ruby on Rails course with practice

RubyGarage, Dnipro (remote)

The complex Ruby on Rails course

Khmelnytskyi National University

The main focus of the educational program and specialization: Special education in information technology with a degree in computer
engineering. The emphasis of the program is on the ability to solve complex specialized problems and practical problems in the field of
computer engineering related to the development of system and application software, design, deployment and maintenance of computer
systems and networks, their protection and system administration

Ralabs, Lviv, remote (full time)

Throughout the past few years, I have dedicated my efforts to a long-term healthcare project, where I assumed the responsibility of
implementing the backend using Ruby on Rails and Restful API, maintaining the database, conducting comprehensive testing, and
managing the Postgres and AWS infrastructure.

Developing new features
Maintenance/Bug fixing
Test covering
Refactoring

IT Doors, Kiev, remote (part time)

Developing new features, SEO-optimizing, content maintaining

Developing new features
Maintenance/Bug fixing

JSC Ukrtelecom, Khmelnitsky, on-site (full time)

Monitoring, analyzing, and resolving network hardware and software problems in a timely and accurate fashion. Responsible for the
implementation of customer projects for Business Units supported by Process IT in a timely manner Analyse, diagnose and troubleshoot
issues in the network

Logical network level
Physical network design
VLANs

Oleg Shevtsov
Ruby Developer

  olegshevtsov1@gmail.com

  EEST Timezone

  olegshevtsov1

  olegshevtsov1

  olegshevtsov1

  Resume PDF

LANGUAGES

English (B1)

Polish (A1)

INTERESTS

Chess

Blockchain

 CAREER PROFILE

 EDUCATION

Ruby Summer Course 2020

Ruby course 2020

Computer Engineering M.Sc. 1999 - 2004

 EXPERIENCES

Ruby Developer 2021 - 2024

Ruby Developer 2020 - 2021

Senior Network Engineer 2004 - 2021

 SKILLS & PROFICIENCY

mailto:olegshevtsov1@gmail.com
https://olegshevtsov1.github.io/
https://t.me/olegshevtsov1
https://linkedin.com/in/olegshevtsov1
http://github.com/olegshevtsov1
https://olegshevtsov1.github.io/olegshevtsov1-github-io-print.pdf
https://www.chess.com/member/olegshevtsov1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pl8OlkkwRpc

